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human been trafficked in India is mainly
HUMAN TRAFFICKING
because men who migrate to major
By Poornima Singh Pawar & Sunshine
commercial cities demand for commercial
Anand
sexual intercourse. Here the fundamental
From GD Goenka University
theory of demand and supply plays a very
important role. Women and kids from rural
areas are mainly at high risk because, it is
that segmented group of individuals who are
ABSTRACT
abducted/ kidnapped for such crimes.
Human trafficking is the 3rd most
Prostitution is NOT the only reason why
horrendous crimes around the globe.
women
and
girls
are
Human Trafficking, in India, to be more
abducted. Other reasons such as forceful
specific
is
one
of
the
marriages, bonded labor or slavery, etc. are
biggest organized crimes in India after rape
also why humans (women and girls mainly)
and dowry. Till date, the exact number of
get trafficked. To overcome such crime,
people who
have
been trafficked
facilities such as proper education and
is unknown.
According
to
media,
awareness on how can women and girls take
widespread human trafficking is major issue
up actions against people who are involved
in today’s time. Now who are we kidding!
in such crime, should be provided in
When
we
talk
about
human
localities.
This
would of
course not
trafficking (in INDIA) we mainly see kids
demolish
the
crime
but
and women disappear more than men. Every
would definitely bring down the number of
year more than 100 such cases have been
humans been exploited and used as a “thing”
reported. Kids and women specially from
and not as how they should actually be
northeast are taken away from their homes
treated. Many social activists and NGOs
and are sold in out stations within and out of
along with Governmental implementation
India just for exploitation (sexual) or to
are actively participating in numerous
make them work as bonded labor. In
activities especially in educating and
addition to trafficking or smuggling for
training people at the community level and
prostitution, girls and women are also
protecting the vulnerable class of the
bought and sold into forced marriages, in
society.
women deficit areas. Due to female
infanticide in almost elite society. The
KEY
WORDS:
Human
trafficking,
forced children are subjected to physical and
exploitation, trade against Individual, Crime,
sexual abuse and treated as slaves. In many
Slave trade.
cases, trafficked children and women are at
risk of all manner of ills, from unwanted
Introduction
pregnancy, HIV/Aids, cervical cancer,
Human trafficking includes enlistment,
severe physical injury, violence, drug abuse
harbouring or transporting individuals into a
and more, not to mention the emotional
circumstance of misuse using viciousness,
trauma and long-run psychological impact.
duplicity or pressure and compelled to
The reason behind the increasing rate of
neutralize their will. As such, trafficking is a
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procedure of subjugating individuals,
Casualties of this across the board type of
pressuring them into a circumstance with no
trafficking come fundamentally from
chance to get out, and misusing them.
creating nations. They are selected and
Individuals can be trafficked for a wide
trafficked utilizing trickery and pressure and
range of types of misuse, for example,
wind up held in states of subjection in an
constrained prostitution; constrained work,
assortment of occupations. Men, women and
constrained asking, constrained guiltiness,
kids are occupied with horticultural,
residential bondage, constrained marriage,
fisheries and development work, alongside
and constrained organ expulsion. At the
local subjugation and other work serious
point when children are trafficked, no
employments. Trafficking of Children and
viciousness or intimidation should be
women is a genuine concern in India. As per
included. Basically, bringing them into
a report distributed by the US Department of
exploitative
conditions
establishes
State, India is the source, goal and travel
trafficking. Trafficking for sexual misuse
nation for human trafficking who at that
gets much consideration. Nonetheless, the
point get associated with constrained work
dominant part of individuals is trafficked in
and sex trafficking. The measurements of
the process of childbirth abuse. Numerous
the Ministry of Women and Child
individuals who fall casualty of trafficking
Development expresses that 19,223 women
need to escape destitution, enhance their
and kids were trafficked in 2016 against
lives, and bolster their families. Regularly
15,448 of every 2015, with the most
they get an offer of a generously
elevated number of unfortunate casualties
compensated activity abroad or in another
being recorded in the eastern territory of
area. Frequently, they acquire cash from
West Bengal. Individuals from the lower
their traffickers ahead of time to pay for
cast or the inborn networks and the women
masterminding the activity, travel and
and kids from the avoided gatherings of the
settlement. When they arrive, they find that
general public are by and large tricked of a
the work they connected for does not exist,
superior way of life and work opportunity
or the conditions are totally extraordinary.
and sold by the operators. Human trafficking
Be that as it may, it's past the point of no
is viewed as the third biggest sorted out
return, their reports are regularly removed
wrongdoing, all-inclusive and the number is
and they are compelled to work until the
expanding each year. Destitution, uneven
point when their obligation is satisfied.
business, sexual orientation segregation,
Individuals regularly confound human
unsafe conventional and social practices and
trafficking and individuals carrying.
absence of appropriate arrangement
Individuals carrying are the illicit
execution to end this grave condition are a
development of individuals crosswise over
portion of the reasons for human trafficking
global fringes for an expense. Human
in India. The Government of India does not
trafficking is unique. The trafficker is
completely meet the base principles for the
moving a man for misuse. There is no
disposal of trafficking; be that as it may, it is
compelling reason to cross a universal
attempting critical endeavours to do so. The
fringe. Human trafficking happens at a
government showed expanding endeavours
national level, or even inside one network.
by expanding the quantity of unfortunate
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casualties
recognized,
examinations
Maharashtra (517) and Tamil Nadu (434). In
finished, and traffickers indicted, and also its
2015, Rajasthan had announced 131 cases
financial plan for safe house programs for
(1.9%) of human trafficking while Gujarat
female and tyke trafficking exploited people.
had enrolled 47 (0.7%). Delhi is fourteenth
The legislature embraced an activity plan for
in this rundown for 2016 with 66 revealed
children, which included plans to counteract
instances of human trafficking, down from
tyke trafficking and secure kid exploited
87 such cases in 2015.
people. Be that as it may, the legislature did
not meet the base norms in a few key
The "Trafficking of Persons Bill", 2018,'
territories. By and large unfortunate casualty
that was presented in the outcome of
distinguishing proof and insurance stayed
Nirbhaya case, and makes the NIA the nodal
deficient
and
conflicting
and
the
office to test such cases, will realize an
administration in some cases punished
enhancement in the present situation.
exploited people through captures for
Previous uncommon magistrate of Delhi
violations submitted because of being
Police, Amod Kanth, communicated this
exposed to human trafficking.
expectation at a course sorted out on 'Sex
In excess of 8,000 instances of human
trafficking of young women and women in
trafficking were accounted for in India in
the subcontinent' at the India International
2016, while 23,000 unfortunate casualties,
Centre in New Delhi on Thursday1.
including 182 non-native’s, were saved amid
Foundation,
which
holds
address
the year, as indicated by National Crime
arrangement by famous identities on sexual
Records Bureau information. A year ago, an
orientation issues, on the event of
aggregate of 8,132 cases were accounted for
International Women's Day. Kanth, who was
from the nation over contrasted with the
earlier a DCP in focal Delhi that is home to
6,877 cases in 2015. Of the aggregate
the notorious GB Road red light zone,
15,379 unfortunate casualties in these cases,
stated, "Human trafficking is the main
9,034 (58%) were beneath the age of 18
wrongdoing that finds a notice in the
years, as indicated by the most recent NCRB
Constitution. Tragically, it was not depicted
insights on wrongdoing discharged for 2016.
thoroughly till the Nirbhaya occurrence
West Bengal bested the rundown in detailed
occurred
and
the
Criminal
Law
instances of human trafficking at 3,579,
(Amendment) Act, 2013, was passed by the
representing 44% of aggregate cases in the
Parliament."
nation. The state had revealed 1,255 (18.2%)
such cases in 2015, when it positioned
second just to Assam. Assam detailed 91
Casualties of Human Trafficking
cases (1.12%) of human trafficking in 2016,
The point of the examination is to efficiently
seeing an extraordinary decrease since 2015
assess the effect of trafficking against
when it positioned first in the nation with
1,494 (21.7%) such occurrences. Rajasthan
1
Adak Baishali, Over 8,000 human trafficking cases
with 1,422 (17.5%) cases was second on the
in 2016 according to government data,
rundown for detailed human trafficking
https://www.indiatoday.in/mail-today/story/over-8episodes in 2016, trailed by Gujarat (548),
000-human-trafficking-cases-in-2016-according-togovernment data-1185018-2018-03-09
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counteractive action activities specifically
benefiting the human administrations for
mindfulness raising exercises (counting on
illicit purposes without wanting to. The
the web exercises) and additionally
administrations pointed by the merchant are
instructive projects, measures to diminish
constrained as made reference to before and
request, measures particularly focusing on
basically incorporate constrained sex slave,
main drivers as these are effortlessly
constrained work, or prostitution for
connected to trafficking in individuals.
procuring cash utilizing people totally out of
The United Nations Convention against
good limits. The sorts of acts incorporated
Transnational Organized Crime decides
into the human trafficking might be the one
human trafficking as the enlistment,
of giving a mate if there should arise an
transportation, harbouring or receipt of
occurrence of constrained marriage or even
people, with the end goal of sexual
the physical pulling back of tissues. It is
subjugation, sexual misuse, constrained
tragic, however evident that there exist no
work, organs evacuation, and so on. It
bound to the human trafficking as it might
likewise can appear as constrained marriage
happen broadly or universally. It is in reality
or ask, children offering, including kids in
a criminal offence since it results in a break
war clashes as troopers, etcetera. As
of human rights and includes the abuse of
indicated by the ongoing reports of the
their body. The global report on trafficking
Council of Europe, human trafficking has
in Persons 2016 states that in excess of 500
achieved its plague extents. Billions of
distinctive
trafficking
streams
were
individuals are being trafficked for various
distinguished amid the past couple of years.
reasons, for the most part for sexual abuse,
51% of unfortunate casualties are women,
constrained work, and even a few types of
21% are men, and 20% and 8% are young
subjection. Women and children are the
women and young men likewise.
essential casualties of human trafficking,
Furthermore, a standout amongst the most
which makes the issue extremely intense.
stressing variables that specifically effect on
The vast majority long for a superior life
trafficking increment is the development of
some place other than where they grow up.
displaced people and transients' number. It's
Some need it so terrible they flee from the
the biggest seen since the WWII and
wellbeing of home to the splendid lights of
increased amid the most recent years.
the city.
Human trafficking incorporates sexual
Youthful high school young women end up
misuse, work trafficking, and so forth. These
helpless and frightened. At the point when
days even cross-outskirt human trafficking
what appears to be a blessed messenger
is pervasive. India has an immense populace
comes to spare you off the avenues. The
and therefore and our diminishing economy
fallen angel appears to fit this character
numerous individuals live beneath the
better, taking in young women giving them
poverty line. The bootleggers and traffickers
an alleged home, and promising his
guarantee them a superior life-a beam of
insurance. He swears that nobody can hurt
expectation, employments as local hirelings,
her as long as she does all that he says. The
in the film world or in manufacturing plants.
trafficker for the most part goes for
They can offer them cash, delight trip
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solicitations or bogus guarantees of
business sexual misuse developed during the
marriage. The primary targets are – the
1990s.
vulnerable individuals are the ones who are
abused the most. Social and religious
Constitutional and Legislative Provisions
practices too have been a major reason.
The enrolment specialists are the first in the
There are constitutional & legislative
chain - procurer-they might be guardians,
provisions related to trafficking in India.
neighbours, relatives or darlings or
Trafficking in Human Beings or Persons is
individuals who have been trafficked
disallowed under the Constitution of India
previously. The procurers move to the
under Article 23 (1)
"potential locales" for unfortunate casualties
 The Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act,
which for most part are the destitution1956 (ITPA) is the head enactment for
stricken territories where there has been no
anticipation of trafficking for business
appropriate recovery and after that they
sexual misuse.
frequent the transport stops, railroad
 Criminal Law (correction) Act 2013
stations, avenues, and so forth. The period
has come into power wherein Section 370
they decide for trafficking relies upon if that
of the Indian Penal Code has been
put has endured a dry season or social or
substituted with Section 370 and 370A
political calamities as of late, with the goal
IPC which accommodate exhaustive
that it is less demanding to draw in the
measures to counter the hazard of human
effectively enduring unfortunate casualties.
trafficking including trafficking of kids
The procurers utilize drugs, snatching,
for misuse in any frame including
capturing, influence or double dealing to
physical abuse or any type of sexual
pack the objectives. They hand the exploited
abuse, bondage, subjugation, or the
people to the massage parlor proprietors,
constrained expulsion of organs.
escort administrations, or supervisors of a
 Assurance of Children from Sexual
sex foundation.
offences (POCSO) Act 2012 which has
Women and children from developing
become effective from fourteenth
nations, and from powerless parts of
November, 2012 is an uncommon law to
different societies, are baited by guarantees
shield kids from sexual maltreatment and
of conventional work into leaving their
misuse. It gives exact definitions to
homes and heading out to what they
various types of sexual maltreatment,
consider will be a superior life. Exploited
including penetrative and non-penetrative
people are regularly furnished with false
rape, lewd behaviour.
travel reports and a composed system is
utilized to transport them to the goal nation,
There are other particular enactments
where they wind up constrained into sexual
established identifying with trafficking in
subjugation and held in harsh conditions and
women and children. Prohibition of Child
consistent dread.
Marriage Act, 2006, Bonded labour
System (Abolition) Act, 1976, Child
In India, open discussion on the issue of
labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act,
trafficking of women and children for
1986, Transplantation of Human Organs
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Act, 1994, aside from particular Sections in
the IPC, e.g. Segments 372 and 373
According to the graph shown above, the
managing offering and purchasing of young
common age of a diagnosed sufferer of
women with the end goal of prostitution.
trafficking is 26 years old (on the time of
State Governments have likewise instituted
assistance), and half of those diagnosed are
particular enactments to manage the issue.
among 18- and 34-years antique. The
(e.g. The Punjab Prevention of Human
common age of sufferers identified in 2015–
2016 was 29 years vintage, with male
Smuggling Act, 2012)2.
victims being, on common, older than
female victims. at least 16 in line with cent
of recognized victims in the same length
Discussionwere children. On common, a sufferer is
(Statistics for the year of 2005-2017)
trafficked for about years, consequently the
common age of entry into trafficking is
below 26 years. In latest years, the share of
identified instances of trafficking for sexual
exploitation has declined, while the
percentage of diagnosed cases of trafficking
for pressured labour has extended there’s
now a better propensity to discover victims
of human trafficking for the functions of
labour exploitation.
The vast majority of sufferers diagnosed
between 2002 and 2016 entered the
trafficking technique through labour
migration, despite the fact that a large
proportion of diagnosed baby victims in
2014– 2016 have been bought by using their
households or entered the trafficking method
via friend or family. Sufferers identified in
sectors like mining and production are
almost exclusively men, whilst sufferers
diagnosed in prostitution and sectors
consisting of hospitality are by and large
girls.

2

Mondal Puja, Bonded Labour: Concept, Causes and
Other
Details
http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/society/indiansociety/bonded-labour-concept-causes-and-otherdetails/39314

Through IOM’s provision of direct help to
victims of trafficking, has developed the
biggest information of victim of trafficking
case within the world. The information
contains over 50000 individual cases, with
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some 5000 new cases more annually. IOM
alternative organizations have additionally
presently assists between 7000 to 9000
expressed associate interest to contribute.
victims annually, grouping a supply of
knowledge on victims of trafficking that's
international in scope. information captured
embody data concerning the victims’
backgrounds, trafficking locations and
routes, however individuals constitute the
trafficking method, associated types of
exploitation and abuse, sectors of
exploitation, means that by that victim's area
unit controlled, and a few data on
perpetrators3.
IOM’s information has not been in public
out there within the overdue to the
sensitivity of its content, and information
protection and confidentiality concerns.
However, in 2017, IOM has created deidentified,
individual-level,
primary
information on victims of human trafficking
out there on-line through the CounterTrafficking
information
cooperative
(CTDC)
information
portal.
This
information portal provides registered users
access to transfer anonymize human
trafficking information contributed by
counter-trafficking organizations round the
world.
This world dataset presently contains more
or less 45,000 records, whereas the nonanonymize combined dataset presently
contains over 80,000 observations, on that
the info portal’s visualizations are primarily
based. IOM and variable star are the primary
contributors to the worldwide dataset, and
that they are joined by Liberty Asia
3

Migration data portal, the bigger picture,
https://migrationdataportal.org/themes/humantrafficking

The above analysis of human trafficking
section is from crimes information 2016 by
National Crimes Record Bureau, India. The
map on top of shows the state wise range of
human trafficking cases reported in the year
2016. Here the dimensions of the circle
represent the mid-year population of 2016.
The states wherever the cases reportable
high are state, Rajasthan, Gujarat,
geographical area and Madras. The states
wherever the cases reportable low are
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh,
Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram4.

4

Human
trafficking
in
India,
https://www.rediff.com/news/report/rediff-labshuman-trafficking-in-india/20180308.html
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population is likewise getting saved. The
graphs below demonstrate the level of
individuals trafficked and protected in 2016
in India.
Graph 1
Graph 1 – percentage of people trafficked in
the year of 2016

The graph above demonstrates the reason
behind the human trafficking and the ten
states for each reason. For the reason Sexual
abuse Madhya Pradesh is in the best place
pursued by Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.
With the end goal of forced marriage, the
state West Bengal is in the best place
pursued by Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat.
With the end goal of constrained work, the
state Rajasthan is in the best place pursued
by Madhya Pradesh and Tamil Nadu and
with the end goal of household subjugation
Madhya Pradesh is in the best place pursued
by Delhi and Uttar Pradesh

The above diagram demonstrates that the
females of age beneath 18 years or over 18
years are trafficked more than guys
independent of their age. In any case, guys
at the age under 18 are more defenseless
towards human trafficking contrasted with
the guys over 18 years.

At the point when there are numerous
reasons for trafficking, the general
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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saved from sexual abuse in the conditions of
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Mizoram and
Sikkim.
Graph 2:
In India, the trafficking in people for
business sexual abuse, constrained work,
constrained relational unions and local
bondage is viewed as a sorted-out
wrongdoing. The Government of India
applies the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act
2013, dynamic from 3 February 2013, and in
addition Section 370 and 370A IPC, which
characterizes human trafficking and "gives
stringent discipline to human trafficking;
trafficking of children for abuse in any
frame including physical misuse; or any type
of sexual misuse, subjugation, bondage or
the constrained evacuation of organs 5."
R.P.N. Singh, India's Minister of State for
Home Affairs, propelled an administration
online
interface,
the
Anti-Human
Trafficking Portal, on 20 February 2014.

Graph 2- Percentage of people rescued in
the year of 2016
The above graph demonstrates the level of
individuals saved in 2016. For the general
population age beneath 18 years guys are
safeguarded more than females. Be that as it
may, it is inverse on account of individuals
of age over 18 years where females are
safeguarded more than guys. The females
under the age of 18 years were significantly

Unfortunately, trafficking numbers are
expanding each year, and trafficking
systems are getting savvier in the manner in
which they utilize and abuse individuals. All
things considered, there are likewise
presently better practices to distinguish
trafficking unfortunate casualties, more
associations dealing with enactment, and
better preparing for law implementation on
human trafficking. Yet, despite everything
we have far to go. Mindfulness is just a large
portion of the fight—we should find new
and proficient strategies to avoid trafficking,
and work to restore the individuals who
5

Jesionka Natlie, What You Should Know About
Human
Trafficking,
https://www.themuse.com/advice/what-you-shouldknow-about-human-trafficking
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have encountered it to break the trafficking
create more prominent thoughtfulness
cycle6.
regarding its less perceived kin, work
misuse. That is, activities to address human
trafficking will profit by including activities
Conclusion
to avert abuse and damage among low-wage
Bondage and it's like, have existed for
workers, all the more comprehensively—in
centuries. And have social and monetary
what is regularly known as 3D work: filthy,
disparities. Through the statement of the
hazardous, and belittling. A discourse is
2030 Sustainable Development Goals, the
required about how much and in what ways
universal network has guaranteed that
low-wage laborers are at present abused and
endeavors will be committed to diminishing
about the ways that business related dangers
destitution, guaranteeing sound lives, and,
may hurt people, including by crippling
most reassuringly, advancing conventional
guardians, who may then be compelled to
work. This takes us back to the
send their kids to work—maybe creating a
recommendation we presented at first:
generational cycle of incapacity and
human trafficking ought to be viewed as a
disappointment.
worldwide wellbeing concern. In the first
place, as far as pervasiveness, when
In a time in which the estimation of human
contrasted and other all around perceived
work seems, by all accounts, to be
worldwide medical issues, for example, the
methodically corrupted and political talk
roughly 35 million individuals tainted with
further minimizes effectively ignored
HIV or the 1 million young women under
vagrants and distraught specialists, now is a
age 15 who conceive an offspring
favorable minute to dispatch, decisively,
consistently, human trafficking appears to
worldwide wellbeing activities to handle
merit comparative consideration, with
endemic work misuse. Current groups, for
current appraisals at roughly 40.3 million
example, 'MUSE', 'Radiohead' and 'The
individuals. Next, while thinking about
Killers' are now required with tasks related
mischief, discoveries from concentrates far
to 'MTV Exit' and 'Abolitionist Slavery
and wide demonstrate reliably that most
International', making music and video
trafficked individuals encounter brutality
which handles the subject of Human
and perilous, depleting work, and few
Slavery.
develop without longer-term, some of the
time impairing, physical and mental harm.
While there are numerous beneficial offices
and associations around who do precious
A general wellbeing way to deal with avoid
work getting the message out and helping
human trafficking ought to all the while
casualties of Human trafficking, the
proceeded with governments slices to
subsidizing
power
these
altruistic
6
Winters Ellie, I'm The Girl Who'd Rather Raise A
associations to speak to the overall
Family Than A Feminist Protest Sign
population for help with monetary assistant.
You raise your protest picket signs and I’ll raise my
This in this way makes society turned out to
white
picket
fence.
https://www.theodysseyonline.com/not-feminist-notbe resistant to such interests and maybe this
sorry
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is somewhat the purpose behind general
(8) Provide internships, job skills training or
society's absence of consciousness of
jobs to trafficking survivors. Consumers:
Human Trafficking.
Purchase things made by trafficking
survivors, for example, from Jewel Girls or
Ways to help fight human trafficking are;
(1) Take in the warnings that may show
Made by victims.
human trafficking and ask follow up
(9) As students, make a move on your
inquiries with the goal that you can help
grounds. Join or build up a college or
distinguish a potential trafficking injured
optional school club to bring issues to light
individual. Human trafficking mindfulness
about human trafficking and start activity all
preparing is accessible for people,
through your neighborhood network.
organizations, specialists on call, law
Consider completing one of your
authorization, and government workers.
exploration papers on a subject concerning
(2) Be a faithful purchaser. Find your
human trafficking. Teachers: Request that
Slavery Footprint, and look at the
human trafficking be an issue incorporated
Department of labor’s List of Goods
into college educational modules. Increment
Produced by Child labour or Forced labour.
grant about human trafficking by
Empower organizations, including your
distributing an article, showing a class, or
own, to find a way to research and dispense
facilitating a symposium.
with subjection and human trafficking in
their supply binds and to distribute the data
Hostile to trafficking associations think
for purchaser mindfulness.
about that administrations, to all casualties
(3) Join human trafficking data into your
of trafficking, ought to be given by built up
expert affiliations' gatherings, trainings,
associations involvement in reacting to
manuals,
and different materials as
savagery against women. They have
pertinent.
additionally noticed the requirement for both
(4) Meet with or potentially keep in touch
master administrations reacting to rape and
with your neighborhood, state, and national
aggressive behavior at home, and
government agents to tell them that you care
additionally more generalist administrations,
about battling human trafficking in your
for example, those in the wellbeing segment,
locale, and ask what they are doing to
to connect all the more completely with
address human trafficking in your general
women in prostitution. At long last,
vicinity.
notwithstanding focusing on the “decisions”
(5) Volunteer to do injured individual effort
or “choices” accessible to women casualties
or offer your expert administrations to a
of trafficking, there is a squeezing need to
neighbourhood hostile to trafficking
take a gander at the “decisions” or “choices”
association.
of the men who abuse them. Tending to
(6) Donate funds or basic necessities to an
request is a fundamental, however regularly
anti-trafficking organization in your area or
neglected, component of the Trafficking
locality. (7) Hosting a mindfulness occasion
Protocol.
to watch and examine an ongoing human
trafficking narrative. On a bigger scale, have
Human Trafficking is spread in each nation
a human trafficking film celebration.
and community around the world, and
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keeping in mind that there are numerous
4. Justice P.S. Narayan, Immoral Traffic
people and associations working all(Prevention) Act, 1956 Hardcover – 2013
inclusive to battle this issue, it might require
5. Laawmann, Immoral Traffic (Prevention)
some investment before it is completely
Act, 1956 (Lawmann's Series)
acknowledged exactly how tremendous this
6. Pratap S. Malik, A Complete Guide to
issue is. We can cooperate to stop this.
Protection of Children from Sexual
Relatively few individuals know about the
Offences Act (POCSO)
human trafficking issue on the planet today.
7. S.N Mishra, The Code of Civil Procedure,
As people we work to perfection at
1973.
cooperating with others and sharing our
musings and thoughts. We can take the data
ARTICLE REFFERED:
adapted today and educate others about
1. https://www.indiatoday.in/mailhuman trafficking and ideally the word will
today/story/over-8-000-humanspread to bring up everybody pays special
trafficking-cases-in-2016-according-tomind to human trafficking and report
government data-1185018-2018-03-09
suspicious movement when required.
Adak Baishali, Over 8,000 human
Together, we can do it!
trafficking cases in 2016 according to
government data.
2. http://www.yourarticlelibrary.com/society/
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1. Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013
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